Abstract-In this paper, the general problem about the orbit and attitude dynamic model is discussed. A feedback linearization control method is introduced for this model. Due to the asymmetric structure, the orbital properties of such satellites are the same as traditional symmetric ones, but the attitude properties are greatly different from the symmetric counterparts. With perturbations accumulate with time, the attitude angles increase periodically with time, but the orbital elements change much slower than the attitude angles. In the attitude dynamic model, chaos could appear. Traditional linear controllers can not compensate enough for asymmetric satellite when the mission is complex, especially in maneuver missions. Thus nonlinear control method is required to solve such problem in large scale. A feedback linearization method, one robust nonlinear control method, is introduced and applied to the asymmetric satellite in this paper. Some simulations are also given and the results show that feedback linearization controller not only stabilizes the system, but also exempt the chaos in the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of aerospace technology, more and more advanced instruments are equipped in one satellite to accomplish complex missions. Some satellites are designed to have asymmetric configuration with only one solar array in order to avoid sheltering the payload.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the second-generation of meteorological satellite FY-3 in China, is equipped with 10 channels of scanning radiometers, 20 channels of infrared spectrometers, 20 channels of medium-resolution imaging spectrometers, vertical ozone detector, total ozone detector, solar radiation measuring instrument, 4channels of microwave temperature detectors, 5 channels of microwave moisture meters, microwave imaging device, Earth radiation instrument, and space environment surveillance camera. It is impossible for the traditional symmetric satellite to have so many payloads equipped. However, the control strategy for such kind of satellites is also challenging. ETS-VII in Japan and Orbit Express in the US are also designed as asymmetric structure for the same reason. disturbance to attitude angle is very small and can be neglected in the attitude controller design procedure. But for the asymmetric satellites, perturbation moments may accumulate with time, and cannot be ignored especially in the long run. The asymmetric satellites may need a nonzero torque equilibrium attitude. The accumulation of perturbation moments can even cause chaos in attitude dynamic system. Traditional linear attitude controller may not compensate enough when the mission is complex, such as maneuver and rendezvous, because the working state of the satellite is far from design equilibrium point. Thus traditional linear controller can not perform well enough or even cause instability. Nonlinear control strategy should be introduced to solve this attitude control problem in such circumstances. Feedback linearization is a nonlinear control method, easy to be implemented, and its robustness has been proved in some recent researches [2] . In this paper, it will be adopted to design the orbit controller and the attitude controller.
The paper is organized in the following way: in Section 2, orbit dynamic model is introduced. Attitude dynamic model for asymmetric satellite is given in Section 3; Section 4 presents an analysis of the property of the attitude dynamics for this kind of satellite without control; A feedback linearization method is introduced in Section 5 and it is applied to the forward model to design the control law for the attitude determination and control system (ADCS), the simulation results are also shown as well; In Section 6 conclusions and suggestions of future work are given.
II. ORBIT DYNAMIC MODEL
The orbital plane of a satellite in polar orbit is almost perpendicular along the direction from the sun to the earth.σ denotes the angle between the norm of the orbital plane and the line from the sun to the earth. The eccentricity of the orbit is very small. The disturbance forces caused by Earth Non-Sphericity, aerodynamics, solar radiate pressure are discussed in the following paragraphs. Because the disturbance force caused by the earth's magnetic force is zero, this factor is not discussed. Considering all the disturbance forces, the Orbit dynamic model of asymmetric satellite is as follows: 
2) Where, a denotes semi-major axis of the orbit; e denotes the eccentricity of the orbit; i denotes the orbit inclination angle; Ω denotes the right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN); ω denotes the argument of perigee; M denotes the mean anomaly; f denotes the true anomaly; E denotes the eccentric anomaly; u f ω = + ; n denotes the average angular velocity; r denotes the distance between the mass center of satellite and the center of the earth; 
For the disturbance caused only by the Earth NonSphericity, the disturbance equations can be simplified as follows:
B. Disturbance Force of Aerodynamics
Because the density of the atmosphere is extremely low near the satellite, only aerodynamic drag should be considered here and the drag coefficient can be considered as a constant. The disturbance force caused by the aerodynamics is as follows: . Velocity of the satellite in the orbit axis is as follows:
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Because the surface of the solar array is much larger than the satellite main body, the surface area of the main body can be ignored in the calculation.
The surface of the solar array can be written as:
14) The unit vector of incoming flow can be considered as the inverse direction of the velocity of satellite, so we have:
C. Disturbance Force of Solar Radiate Pressure
For the asymmetric satellite, the solar array point to the sun, and does not change in the inertial frame of reference. The disturbance force caused by solar radiate pressure can be written as [3] : For the asymmetric satellite in this paper, the area of the solar array is much larger than that of the main body, and the solar array is always pointed to the sun, so we can ignore the solar radiate pressure of the main body. The disturbance force of solar radiate pressure can be simplified as follows: 
III. ATTITUDE DYNAMIC MODEL
Considering all perturbation moments and control moment, the attitude dynamic model of the asymmetric satellite can be written as [3] : 
2) Where, ϕ , ψ , γ denote pitch, yaw, roll of the satellite, respectively.
Euler equation of motions is: 1 0 sin 0 cos cos sin 0 sin cos cos Because the solar array of the satellite must be directed to the sun, the angle that the solar array rotates can be written as sin f θ σ = .
B. Center of Mass and Moments of Inertia
The 
D. Moment of Aerodynamics
Because of the low density of atmosphere, the drag coefficient can be considered as a constant [3] . The aerodynamic moment can be written as:
Where, p r v denotes the vector of aerodynamic pressure center. Location of aerodynamic pressure center is 
F. Moment of the Earth's Magnetic Field
Distribution of the earth's magnetic field is as follows [3] : Assume the magnetic moment of the satellite is along
, so the perturbation caused by the earth magnetic field can be written as
IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF UNCONTROLLED ASYMMETRIC SATELLITE
In this paper, we use the orbital and structural parameters of FY-3 as the simulation model. The technical data are shown in Table I [1]. The results of simulation for this satellite without control are discussed firstly in this section, then some analysis of the unperturbed and perturbed model are presented. Fig. 6 shows the variation of orbital elements with time in 30 orbit periods. Because the orbit of FY-3 is a nearcircular polar orbit, the altitude of orbit is relatively high, and the surface is not large enough, the influence of the disturbance forces will not be significant. The simulation results also prove this. Fig.7 and Fig.8 show the variation of attitude angles and velocities in 30 orbit periods respectively. By estimating all the perturbation moments of asymmetric satellite, the moment of gravity is much larger than the other perturbations. Just like a pendulum, it serves as a stabilizing moment, the rotations around y and z axis can be stabilized. But the rotation around x axis is parallel with the gravity moment, which is not stabilized by the moment of gravity. So the curves corresponding to y and z axis fluctuate around zero, however, the angle around x axis increases rapidly with time due to the accumulation of the moment along x axis. 
A. Simulation Results of Uncontrolled Asymmetric Satellite

B. Analysis of Unperturbed Asymmetric Satellite
From the simulation in the last section, we can get the conclusion that the disturbance force is insignificant in the orbit dynamic model if the time is not long. We will analyze the attitude dynamic model only in this section; ignore its coupling with the orbit dynamic model.
The following notations are used for simplicity.
We ignore all the perturbation moments. Since the mass and the moments of inertia of solar array are relatively small when compared with the main body of the satellite, we ignore it either, and then the dynamic equations can be simplified as [5] :
From the equation (4.1), we have 1 ( ) 0
Where,
Integrate equation (4.2), we can get
3) means that for the variables in (4.1), the phase space of the system can be regarded as a foliation of invariant manifolds
The total angular moment G is a constant. From Equ (4.1), it can be deduced that there are six equilibriums located at the intersections of the body frame axes with the sphere of Equ. From Fig.9 we can see that all the trajectories of the unperturbed asymmetric satellite are closed curves. This means that the dynamic equations of the unperturbed asymmetric satellite are stable, and the solutions are periodic.
C. Analysis of Perturbed Asymmetric Satellite
Since the disturbance forces are not significant in the orbit dynamic model, we will analyze the attitude dynamic model only in this section. We will use the simulation result to discuss the chaotic property of the attitude dynamic model in this section.
Lyapunov Index which is used to analyze the chaotic characters of dynamic equation is defined as follows:
We choose the initial conditions of 0 Since the disturbance forces do not significantly influence the orbit dynamic model compared with the attitude dynamic model, the estimation of control forces need the attitude of the satellite, and the coupling of orbit dynamic model and attitude dynamic model need to be considered, we will test the property of this controller together with the attitude controller, in the next section.
VI. ATTITUDE CONTROLLER DESIGN
In this paper, we use the feedback linearization method [2] to design the controller. First we denote From Fig. 16 , we can get the conclusion that the orbit controller can control the orbit very well, and the control force is not significant. This is similar to the traditional symmetric satellite.
In Fig.17 and Fig.18 , the attitude can be controlled very well. Fig. 17 shows that the control moments remain small, From Fig.25 to Fig.27 , the error of the small initial attitude velocities has caused chaos in the system. That can be inferred more obviously from the control moments shown in Fig.22 to Fig.24 , the control moments jump from positive maximum value to negative ones frequently at the beginning of the control process. The controller works as a compensator to try to avoid the chaos [5] . The chaos along the y axis is a little fiercer than other two directions. In Fig.24 , corresponding control moment even fluctuates after the system has become stable.
With increase of error of attitude, orbit control forces fluctuate more rapidly. This is because of the coupling between orbit dynamic model and attitude dynamic model.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The feedback linearization method not only works well to exempt perturbation moments in the attitude control problem, like the traditional linear controller, but also can work far from its equilibrium. The simulation in Section 5 shows that it works well even the system becomes chaotic.
Despite the controller designed can work well for the dynamic system, factors such as energy consumption in the control process must be taken into consideration in the future. We can see this factor from Fig.15 , in which the control moment along y axis is influenced by the chaos a bit more than the other two. The energy consumed is enormous in the practical circumstances. Chaos can also be used in the control process, not just try to exempt it, some recent work reveals that chaos can be helpful while dealt properly. The results show that the control moments jump from positive to negative maximum frequently, especially at the beginning, when the system becomes chaotic. To solve this problem, other control methods, such as robust control, can be used after the feedback linearization has been applied.
The orbit dynamic model of asymmetric satellites is almost the same as symmetric ones, but the attitude dynamic model is completely different, so we can apply orbit control strategy of symmetric satellites to asymmetric ones, but we have to design the control strategy for its attitude dynamic model.
